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Zephyr’s Paradox Asset: Basin History and Overview
•

Zephyr Energy (“ZPHR”) has leased approximately 25,000 acres in
the Paradox Basin, Utah (the “Paradox”)

•

The Paradox is a proven basin characterized by a longstanding
exploration and production history – as detailed in the following
slides

•

Unlike most of the active US basins, the Paradox is a natural
fracture play:
• This type of play does not utilize artificial fracking, and was
overlooked in recent years during the US onshore fracking
boom
• As fracking is not involved, there is significant potential
improvement to well economics via reduced completion
costs
• Paradox wells that successfully intersect natural fractures are
prolific, high rate and have substantial ultimate oil recoveries
• However, past drilling results have been mixed

•

Step changes in technology can improve the Paradox play success rates and
commerciality:
• The move from 2D to 3D seismic
• Introduction of sophisticated horizontal drilling
• Improvements in directional drilling capabilities

•

These technology improvements have not been significantly tested in the
Paradox
• ZPHR owns the most recent Paradox high resolution 3D seismic data
– much improved data from which to predict natural fractures

•

ZPHR recently secured a $2 million in non-dilutive grant funding to drill a
dual-use vertical well on an existing pad in its Paradox Basin leasehold
acreage.
• Goal is to gain additional insight and data in order to further de-risk
and delineate future development.

Why the Paradox? History of Production & Exploration Upside
• The Paradox Evaporite Basin contains multiple proven plays
• The petroleum system is underpinned by the world class source
rocks found within the Paradox Formation
• Stacked organic rich shales and dolomitised sandstones
interbedded between impermeable salt layers
• Up to 9 potentially productive zones within the Paradox Formation
• Existing Northern Paradox Basin proven production comes from:
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The C19 reservoir
The Cane Creek reservoir
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Northern Paradox Basin: Production History
Fertilizer 3D

W. Fertilizer 3D

Daily Oil Production (bopd)

(Intrepid O&G)
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Cane Creek 12-1
(Horizontal)
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(700’ Horizontal)

Federal 28-11
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Long Canyon 1
(Vertical)

Northern Paradox Basin Production History

SOURCE: ZPHR INTERNAL

•

>10mmboe produced to date from the Paradox Formation (mostly from the Cane Creek reservoir)

•

High rate wells are a characteristic of the play (IP>500bopd)

•

Early Cane Creek 3D seismic acquired in 2001 and 2011 – poorer resolution and quality
• ZPHR 3D seismic – 2017 vintage – high resolution and quality

•

Concerted field development efforts at Cane Creek from 2012 integrated older 3D data and early horizontal drilling technologies

•

Peak production >5,000 bopd in 2014

Northern Paradox Basin: Early Exploration History
BASIN HISTORY

Utah

• Exploration since the 1920’s
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• Early basin success at the Salt Wash Field in the reservoirs that
underlie the Paradox Formation
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• Wells often found oil shows within the Paradox Formation
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EARLY EXPLORATION WELL: Long Canyon 1
in

• First commercial production from Long Canyon 1 well in 1962
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• Still producing today (7bopd)
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• Cumulative production = 1.3mmboe
• Follow up vertical wells struggled to find fractured reservoir
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Northern Paradox Basin: 1990’s Era Exploration Advances
1990’s ERA EXPLORATION EXAMPLE:
Well: Kane Springs 27-1

• Exploration in the 1990’s again based on 2D seismic data
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• Kane Springs 1-27 success
• First short radius horizontal well in 1991
• Cumulative oil = 0.64mmboe
• Mixed follow up success based on 2D seismic data
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Kane Springs 127
(700’ Horizontal)
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Northern Paradox Basin: 2008 Exploration Adjacent to ZPHR Leases
State 16-2
Test Location
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Well: Federal 28-11
• Vertical well drilled in 2008

1.9miles
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• Location based on 2D data
• Productive well < 2 miles from the State 16-2 test well
location
• Produced ~ 150kboe. Higher GOR than previous wells
• Key evidence for productive fracture networks within
the ZPHR acreage position
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2008: EVOLUTION OF EXPLORATION EFFORTS
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Northern Paradox Basin: 2012 Exploration Begins to Utilize 3D and Hz Drill
2012: Early 3D and horizontal drilling utilized
Well: Cane Creek 12-1
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• First well to integrate 3D seismic and horizontal drilling
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• >1400bopd initial production rate, inhibited by offtake capacity
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• Produced>1mmboe to date
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• Still producing 50bopd at present
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Zephyr’s Northern Paradox Asset: The Opportunity
State 16-2

• There is long standing proven history of exploration success and
production history in the Paradox basin:
• But during the US fracking boom over the last decade, the Paradox
was largely overlooked
• Drilling results were hit or miss (approximately 50% success rate for
Fidelity Exploration)

9 5/8”

• Step changes in technology have the ability to greatly improve the basin’s
success rates and commerciality:
• 2D to 3D seismic
• Introduction of horizontal drilling
• Significant advances in directional/horizontal drilling
• ZPHR already owns high resolution, modern vintage 3D seismic data
which will better predict natural fractures

Oil bearing
clastic zones

• The ZPHR Operated State 16-2 vertical well, to be spudded by year end
2020, will provide logs and cores to further de-risk and delineate the play
• Should the data gathered confirm and augment our 3D seismic
understanding:
• ZPHR will have the ability to re-use the 16-2 wellbore to drill a
horizontal lateral which can be used for production purposes
• By using the vertical wellbore, costs to complete the future
horizontal well will be reduced by approximately 50%

SOURCE: ZPHR INTERNAL
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Zephyr’s Northern Paradox Asset: The Numbers
For a $1 million commitment to the State 16-2 well, ZPHR
Shareholders get the benefit of: $2 million in non-dilutive
grant funding, $3 million historical investment in 3D seismic,
and the potential to halve the cost and significantly de-risk a
future horizontal well.

?
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ZPHR’s goal is to narrow the valuation gap between current
market cap and ultimate potential value of the Paradox
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3D Seismic

Current Market Cap

PV-10 Cane Creek:
2C Basis

Potential from 5
additional reservoirs

• With its $1 million commitment funded , ZPHR has unlocked $2 million in grant funding to drill the State 16-2 well.
• The data from that well, combined with the output of the $3 million 2017 3D seismic shoot, will allow ZPHR to begin to unlock value
from both the well-understood Cane Creek reservoir AND 5 other reservoirs that show potential on the seismic.
• Based on an independent CPR from Gaffney Cline in 2018, the 2C PV-10 of the Cane Creek reservoir alone is approximately $50
million at a $45 oil price
• The other 5 reservoirs, if proven viable, would provide further upside.
• The State 16-2 vertical well program is fully funded and is estimated to commence in late 2020.

